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Ho ho ho! Merry festive season,
whatever that may mean to you.
We at Nicework have decided
to give you all a little break from
the red, green and gold that
seems to take over the world
at this time of year. Welcome to
the Monochrome issue!

and tattoos from the like of
Mark Noel and Valentin Hirsch.

A special thanks goes out to
Thomas Cian who lovingly
illustrated our latest cover.

Not only are we going to
help you get your shop on
with our wonderful (and wishful)
shopping lists, we also visited
Maboneng and surrounds and
killed another hipster for
your pleasure.

For this issue we have gone out
into the world and curated the
best of monochrome illustration
from people like Alexis Marcou
and Wei Yan. We’ve got a fine
art exhibition by Gallery AOP,

Throw in a splash of
photography from Ross Garrett
and Edie Sunday; and lets not
forget design, illustration
and packaging.

Peace, love and
seasonal greetings.

P.S. Nelson, Baby Jake and Arline,
we will never forget you.
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Fine art: a dead profession with
no place in the modern world; or
a shining paragon of virtue and
culture in the wasteland of instant
gratification and tabloid trash?
We’re going to go with option two. Some of
our best friends are artists. We don’t want to
make them cry.
In celebration of the noble (not dead)
fine art profession, read on for a bumper
feature on Johannesburg gallery Art On
Paper, and an interview with French artist
Marguerite Humeau.
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Interview

Marguerite Humeau

CREDITS:
Design by Marguerite Humeau

Marguerite Humeau is a designer exploring contemporary myths: ‘the grey and unknown
areas of our increasingly opaque reality.’

Images copyright: Marguerite Humeau from Act II/ The Opera
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Tell us what you do. Why do you do it?
I design science-fictions in real time, semi-real
and supernatural events.
I am a designer on a quest to explore contemporary
myths, the grey, unknown or unreachable areas of our
increasingly opaque reality. Design is used to explore
the means by which knowledge is generated in the
absence of evidence, or in the impossibility to either
reach or analyse the object of investigation.
My work consistently and obsessively attempts to map
out, reenact, capture these hidden worlds and to reveal
the external forces that shape them. I weave factual
events into speculative narratives, enabling the unknown
to erupt in grandiose splendour.
Tell us about your process.
The process is the behind-the-scenes, it should stay
hidden to keep the magic alive. When I describe it,
I transform it into a fiction so it becomes part of the work.
Often I describe my process as a saga, an epic quest.
Who do you admire?
Stanley Kubrick, Alfred Hitchcock, Apitchatpong
Weerasethakul, Taryn Simon, François Gabart.
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What project are you most proud of?
The Opera of Prehistoric Creatures and my upcoming
project, a Blockbuster for Almost-Aliens.
Who would you love to collaborate with?
David Lynch, Ryan Gosling, Norman Klein, Leos Carax,
Azaelia Banks, Nick Knight.
What is the best thing you’ve seen online/
in general recently?
Holy Motors directed by Leos Carax
How did you end up doing what you do?
It was a long process.
What are you currently listening to?
Nothing. I am focusing on a new project and I get very
impermeable in these crucial design stages.
What would you like to see in future issues of
NICE Magazine?
Keep up the great work!
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MEGA FEATURE

Kasimir Malevich

Where Black is the Colour:
Contemporary Monochromatic Art
Kasimir Malevich’s (in)famous painting, Black Square heralded a new era in Western
art when it was first exhibited in St Petersburg in 1915.
The quadrilateral black shape on white ground ousted any notion of 19th century
Russian realism and romanticism in art, as well as the long tradition of perspective,
started in the Renaissance, in a rather dramatic way. His work constitutes a key coordinate in modernism, and a cardinal aspect of much of formalism in art in the early
20th century. It pitted black against white, the two poles between which colour
is purportedly perceived.
What is ironic about the painting, however, is the fact that with time, and because
of the poor quality oil paint of the time, many traces of age have developed on the
black painted surface, with numerous dried-out white cracks visible. The black
has essentially turned from solid to monochrome, inadvertently creating different
shades of black on the picture plane. In this regard Rudolf Arnheim (author of Visual
Perception in Art) calls black a ‘generative primary colour’ because of the variety of
monochromatic tonal values it creates.
Neil le Roux. 50 x 36cm

CREDITS:
Images supplied by Gallery AOP

Gallery AOP is a gallery based at 44 Stanley, an art and design hub based
here in Johannesburg. We asked its co-owner, Wilhelm van Rensburg, to
share his thoughts on monochrome art and its meaning.
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Jaco van Schalkwyk. 770 x 570 mm

Christine Dixie

Odilon Redon famously said: “One must respect black.
Nothing prostitutes it. It does not please the eye or
awaken another sense. It is the agent of the mind even
more than the beautiful colours of the palette or prism.”
Lorcan White and Mark Kannemeyer. 210 x 295 mm
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The black-white - South Africans do tend to see things
in black and white, don’t we - darkness-light dichotomy
has become the hallmark of the physiology and the
psychology of visual perception. Darkness, maintained
the German poet, Goethe, is not the absence of light, but
a substantial, physically real opponent.
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Rose-Marie Marriott. 120 x 80 cm

Robert Hodgins . 290 x 280 mm

Goethe described colour as lumen opacatum, i.e. shaded light; and he adopted the Aristotelian notion that colours
originate from the interaction of light and darkness. Colours, he said, are the “deeds and afflictions of light” and these
afflictions are what take place when the virginal purity of light is subjected to somewhat opaque and hazy media
and partial absorption by reflecting surfaces. Arthur Schopenhauer, the 19th century German philosopher, in turn,
proposed that the sensation of white comes about when the retina responds with full action, whereas black results
from the absence of action.
Black as colour, however, does act in radical ways when applied on the canvas. John Ruskin, for example said: “Every
hue throughout your work is altered by every touch that you add I other places; so that what was warm a minute ago,
becomes cold when you have put a hotter colour in another place, and what was in harmony when you left it, becomes
discordant as you set other colours beside it.” The hues of black, then, are quite dynamic, postulating the infinite
monochromatic tonal value of the colour itself.
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Bonita Alice. 700 mm diameter
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Terry Kurgan. 540 x 380 mm

Fiona Pole. 180 x 180 mm

Painters have always created the exploration of one
colour, the examination of values changing across
a surface, the expressivity of texture and nuance,
expressing a wide variety of emotions, intentions and
meanings in a wide variety of ways and means. From
geometric precision to expressionism, the monochrome
has proved to be a durable idiom in contemporary art.
The origins of monochrome painting can be traced to
Suprematism and Constructivism in Russia, as in the case
of Malevich, and has developed in and through such
stylistic movements as Abstract Expressionism, Colour
Field painting, and Minimalism. This article examines
monochromatic art as it is deployed by a number of
contemporary South African artists such as Bonita Alice,
Christine Dixie, Robert Hodgins, Mark Kannemeyer, Terry
Kurgan, Neil le Roux, Senzeni Marasela, Rose-Marie
Marriott, Fiona Pole, and Jaco van Schalkwyk.
Alice uses wool dust, picked up off the floors of felt
factories, in her highly original rendering of the tonal
values of black, often in circular shapes. These values
reside in the tactile, woolly nature of the images that one
almost feels compelled to stroke.
Dixie re-creates the dramatic tonal values of famous
Renaissance paintings of the Madonna, in black and
white woodcuts. Hodgins explores the tonal value of
black in a number of etchings in and through his iconic
figures of the typical businessman in his suit (of armour).
Kannemeyer uses pen and ink drawings to capture a

comic book sensibility of the tonal value of black.
Kurgan infuses her black and white etchings with a sense
of nostalgia when she uses old family photographs as
inspiration. Le Roux repeats the same curved line in
ball-point pen to form a paradoxically minimalist type
of grid-like black and white drawing.
Marazela plays with linocut in an interesting way: the
raised parts, which would print black after inking up
the block, is radically cut back to form a chromatic
background and, incidentally, a ‘ground’ as well for
the figures themselves. Marriott established a type of
sculptural black tonal value in her drawings; they are
of moths. But what is of particular interest in her work
is her praxis: she cuts thin slivers of strips from thick
mount board, and rubs each one with charcoal so that
these strips begin to look like hair on an animal’s back,
or the furry texture of the wings of a moth. Pole creates
a different set of monochromatic values of black in her
etchings. She uses carborandum – the substance used
for tarring road surfaces - as ‘ink’ on her plates. And
Van Schalkwyk uses yet another innovative substance,
common printer’s ink, in his drawings.
The title of this article invokes the name of the famously
banned, politically overt poetry anthology of Wopko
Jensma, 1970s South African Struggle poet, Where white
is the colour/where black is the number (1974). White was
the dominant race. Black the majority of the people. For
fine art, the inverse is true: it is black that is the colour!
Senzeni Marasela. 570 x 760 mm
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It is often said (by me) that every
graphic designer is really an
illustrator at heart.
A fortunate handful of us have been able
to turn that desire to good use, either by
subtly sneaking illustration into our design
work or taking the leap to become an
honest-to-goodness full-time card-carrying
professional illustrator.
We herded a few of these lucky suckers out
of their caves and hovels. Let’s see what
they have to say.

The Nicework Alphabet
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Once upon a time, long long ago, a nice lady named Catherine worked at Nicework. One fateful day, she decided to
stop loving us, and moved away to Cape Town. The end.
Or not. Once Catherine got word that we were sending our hired assassins after her, she decided to appease us by
illustrating a lovely A-Z of Nicework. And here it is.
You and see more of her lovely work here, or read her blog here.
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10
Metres of Indians
CREDITS:
A project by Ilpo Teinsivu and Maria Tiensivu

He wears striped underwear and is inspired by
different textures and expressive people.
Ilpo Tiensivu seems like an interesting guy.

“Ten Metres of Indians
is my interpretation
of many personal
struggles”

He’s starting his masters degree, and he works with
children in the foster system - a world apart from his
life as a visual artist.
In his words, his work is always a dialogue with his
surroundings. He feels the need to stay in touch with the
stories around him, which is why he works best when
doing at least two different things at the same time.
He is obsessive in the way he works - staying up until
a project is complete (however long that might take),
and afterwards recovering just enough to start the whole
process all over again.

Image copyright: Tuulia Kolehmainen
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About his future plans,
he says:

“In the future I´m
interested in working
both as an artist and
doing something in the
visual culture education.”
Check out his work here and
his secret project here.

10 Metres of Indians was part of his BA studies, and was physically exhausting.
“This project was an art project that I worked for one year in 2012-13,” explains ilpo.
“I literally drew ten meters, approximately ten thousand small Indian and cowboy
characters. In this physically heavy and mentally fruitful piece, my intention was to study
the concept of falling in and out of an intensive art project.’
The work culminated in an exhibition: “Ten Meters of indians” at Lume Gallery in
December 2012 and was his first solo show.
He admires his wife most, as she is the wisest person he knows.
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Wei Yan
CREDITS:
Illustrations by Wei Yan

Wei Yan is a Beijing based artist, who goes by the online
handle “kokomoo”. She works on a mix of personal art
projects and commercial applications. She has done
work for several global brands and local label, including
posters, products and marketing material for Levi’s
Denizen, Siemens and Nivea.

Image copyright: Wei Yan
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Interview

Tell us what you do.
I’ve been illustrating on a daily basis for the past 7
years. I used to do it in my spare time, and now it has
my become my job.
Why do you do it?
It has never failed to give me something to
look forward to.
Tell us about your process.
The process begins by researching and finding an
ideal image to reference from. In some cases, I have to
composite many images to create my reference. I then
start to freehand draw from the reference until I get a
result that is very close to my initial concept. After the
drawing is scanned, I work on it digitally in Photoshop.
The order of the process can vary. Mixing up
the steps can give you a better point of view and
better feedback.
Who do you admire?
I admire artists that have passion in what they do.
What project are you most proud of?
Its hard to say which project is my best; I like them
all equally. That’s why I publish a small number of my
works every year, and not everything at once.
Who would you love to collaborate with?
I wouldn’t mind collaborating with anyone
(as long as they are passionate about what they do.)

Alexis Marcou
CREDITS:
Illustration by Alexis Marcou

Alexis Marcou is an illustrator from London.
He graduated from Plymouth University in 2007. Since then, he has been doing freelance work
for a wide range of clients including Cisco, Hewlett Packard, Atomic Skis and Nike.
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What is the best thing you’ve seen online/
in general recently?
Tokujin Yoshioka’s work for Hermes.
How did you end up doing what you do?
I ended up doing illustration because it’s something that
I always liked to do. I always liked to sketch and doing it
professionally was ideal for me.
What are you currently listening to?
Some of the bands I am currently listening to are Hurry
Up, We’re Dreaming by M83, Phos by Socrates and In
Consequence by Phase.
What would you like to see in future issues of
NICE Magazine?
The magazine looks great as it is!
If you had to work in only one colour for the rest of your life,
which one would it be?
It would kill me to have to work with one colour for the rest of
my life. Id rather work in black and white.
See his full body of work here and also on Behance.

Images copyright: Alexis Marcou
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Images copyright: Jeannie Phan

Tell us what you do. Why do you do it?
By profession, I’m a freelance illustrator and designer,
and what that really means is that I draw, paint and figure
out ways to visually put things together.

Interview

Jeannie phan
CREDITS:
Illustrated by Jeannie Phan

I can’t help but think about how things look and the
context of what I make: where does it belong and why.
Any sort of creative work comes from an instinctual urge
and I like to follow it whenever I can.
Tell us about your process.
I start of most projects with a notebook and jot down
notes just because it’s a fast way to flush out ideas.
I’m very minimal with my rough work afterwards because
I like figuring things out organically as I go along.
Who do you admire?
Neil DeGrasse Tyson, I think he’s an amazing person.
What project are you most proud of?
I love making zines so my favourite project so far is my
“Bodies in Cosmos” zine. It uses drawings printed on
vellum paper overlaid on other drawings to create
pages that change as you flip through the book.
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What colour are your underwear?
I have one for each colour of the rainbow.
Who would you love to collaborate with?
I actually would really just love to collaborate more
with my friends. Collaboration is such an intimate act
that I really love doing it with the people I adore.
What is the best thing you’ve seen online/
in general recently?
I am in love with Shishi Yamazaki’s animations.
How did you end up doing what you do?
I started taking drawing and designing seriously at a
pretty young age, and so I just kept at it until I gained
enough knowledge and experience to turn it into
a full time gig.
What are you currently listening to?
Lykke Li and various podcasts.
What would you like to see in future issues of
NICE Magazine?
NICE has covered a lot of really great topics, but
maybe an issue dedicated solely to printed matter
and their techniques?
If you had to work in only one colour for the rest of
your life, which one would it be?
Black. I would be happy working solely in black ink
the rest of my life.
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See more of her work here.
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101 WAYS TO KILL A HIPSTER

03

tragically drowns in a glorious attempt
to re-enact the life aquatic with steve zissou

fig. A

TRAGICALLY DROWNS
IN A GLORIOUS ATTEMPT TO RE-ENACT

THE LIFE AQUATIC
with
STEVE ZISSOU
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There’s no way we could put out
a Monochrome issue without a
feature the mighty tattoo: king of
the colour black.
We spoke to four rad tattoo artists about
their work, process and influences. We also
asked them which single colour they’d be
happy to work in for the rest of their lives...
you’ll never guess what they said.
(Black. It’s the colour black.)
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Interview

Mark NOEL

Mark is a self-described “sarcastic bastard” who loves tattooing, surfing, fixies,
living in Berlin (and in the moment) and travelling the world.
CREDITS:
Design by Mark Noel
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What tattoo are you most proud of?
Always my last one.
What colour are your underwear?
Black, of course.
Who would you love to collaborate with?
Beyonce, but she’s married. Sorry, maybe I
misunderstood the question?
How long did it take you to develop your specific style?
My style is still developing everyday, that’s why I love
what I do so much. It’s always fresh and exciting to me.
Tell us what you do.
I’m a tattoo artist.
Why do you do it?
I just find it so fulfilling and enjoyable. When a customer sees their tattoo
finished for the first time, their eyes just light up, and they look at you and
give you a big thank you and a hug. Nothing beats it - you’ve decorated them
for life, and they chose you to do it. It’s so much more rewarding than I ever
thought it would be.
Tell us about your process.
This depends on whether the customer is in front of me or arranging to travel
to Berlin (where I live) for the appointment from wherever they are. But roughly,
the customer will contact me if they like my style, and either give me elements
they want included in the tattoo and the part of the body they want tattooed; or
they will refer to another piece I did and say they want something similar, and
the rest is up to me.
Who do you admire?
Anyone that is truly passionate about what they do, and really wants to
be the best they can.

How did you end up doing what you do?
I’ve been drawing from a very young age. In my early
twenties, friends would ask me to design a tattoo for
them, and that got me thinking that someone else was
out there having all the fun tattooing my designs. I guess
that was the seed.
What are you currently listening to?
My computer whirring whilst I write this. Music wise?
Many many things. I like lots of different music, but I’ve
been pressing the repeat button on Tricky and The
National for the last few weeks.
What would you like to see in future issues of
NICE Magazine?
More eco design solutions, not just in Nice but all
walks of life. People say they’re expensive solutions
sometimes, but really at what cost? Some more bits of
paper with ink on them? Or our amazing planet?
I struggle to understand sometimes.
If you had to work in only one colour for the rest of your
life, which one would it be?
The colour I’m currently working in - black.
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Tell us what you do.
I spend most of my time traveling, creating art, and working with people.
I feel grounded in this body, but I am quite nomadic and I’m usually
moving around. I’m from the Southeastern part of the US, but I almost
feel more at home in parts of Asia and South America.
I see my art practice as something inseparable from my spiritual practice
and my intention in sharing is to help support people in a way that uplifts,
inspires, and heals. Tattooing is this way for me. I see it as a healing art.
I look at the designs I tattoo as Talismans which are created through a
collaboration between the intuitive current of my creative energies with
the intentions, ideas, and all around process of the client.

Interview
CREDITS:
Design by Kris Davidson

Kris Davidson
Kris Davidson is a nomadic tattoo artist who specialises in spiritual talismanic
artwork, and uses tattoo as a way to link his work to his soul and forge deeper
connections with people.
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Why do you do it?
Early on in life I tried to fit into the boxes that were presented to me
through the culture I grew up in and it only brought suffering and
unhappiness, so I learned to follow my heart, to follow my art. I’ve been
doing that for 15 years, give or take a year or two. It hasn’t been easy and
there has been a massive amount of work on the inner and the outer….
However, I’m happy. My life is my dream. It has purpose, it’s fulfilling,
it’s magic. I hope it continues for a long time.
Tell us about your process.
My process is very intuitive and not planned, but one design flows
into the other on some level. I build on what I have done before while
always trying to do something new. Breakthroughs happen and then
lay out the creative pathways for new stylistic themes that grow and
evolve until the next breakthrough. I feel like all my works are
one evolving doodle.
With tattooing this intuitive process is similar, but my sensitivities are
geared towards tuning into the client I will be tattooing. The information
I receive here along with the input of their ideas and intentions for the
tattoo influence what is being created in a way that makes the design I
come up with completely unique and situated specifically for the client.
ISSUE twelve 49

Who do you admire?
Those who have little and are happy. Those who have a lot who are humble.
Those whose lives are devoted to helping others heal and grow. Those
who are courageous enough to face their problems and issues in order to
find resolve and to heal. I admire many of my friends and family. The good
moms I know, the good dads, children… Dreamers who are grounded and
disciplined enough to make things real.
What tattoo are you most proud of?
While I’m doing a tattoo, a drawing, or any work I’m such a perfectionist that
pride is the last thing I feel. Tattoo wise: when the tattoo goes smoothly,
comes out clean, the client is happy, and I had a nice connection with them,
then It leaves me feeling really good.
What color are your underwear?
Usually black, grey, or white - like most of my wardrobe.
Who would you love to collaborate with?
I’d love more time to collaborate with my dearest friend David Hale.
We have worked together a lot in the past, but with our busy schedules and
my traveling, it’s difficult to find time and space to work together. So yes,
more of that would be great.
How long did it take you to develop your specific style?
It’s been developing my whole life. I drew mazes as a kid - endless mazes
of asymmetrical and flowing geometry. This influenced my psychedelic
doodles in my teenage years which led to more sophisticated patterns,
and eventually into the geometrical styles of my early paintings. Like I said
earlier, all of my life’s work is really one big doodle. It’s all developing and
unraveling, but still connected to my earliest drawings.
How did you end up doing what you do?
When I was in college and learning how to paint in this geometric style, I
realized that the key to my life after school would be learning how to follow
that same thread that I follow through the course of my paintings, through
life. Life really has the potential to be lived as a continually growing work of
art. I feel certain of that.
More practically speaking though: after college, I became a touring live
painter. Primarily this meant traveling with my friends band STS9 all through
the United States. I did this for around ten years, and painted at hundreds of
shows. They had a large fan base which spilled over into my world by giving
me fans that supported my art. I enjoyed this life because it combined travel,
art, and friends. After a while, though, I wanted something new.
I wanted to deepen the spiritual component of my life and work on a more
intimate and connected level with people. This lead to extensive traveling
in India and South America. Through this window of experience, I started
tattooing and continue to explore more avenues for healing work.
What are you currently listening too?
I’ve been in Peru for some weeks now. This morning when I was hiking
through some old ruins, I heard an old Quechua man playing traditional flute
music. It was nice.
If you had to work in only one color for the rest of your life,
which one would it be?
That’s easy, black. Yes.
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Interview

Valentin Hirsch

CREDITS:
Design by Valentin Hirsch

Valentin Hirsch is a tattoo artist based in Berlin who has a unique pointillistic style
and a passing love of 90’s revival hip hop music.
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Tell us what you do.
I am a tattoo artist based in Berlin.
Why do you do it?
Art has always played a significant role in my life. My roots are in drawing, but by and by I developed the idea of
transferring my drawings from paper to skin, where they last a lifetime.
Tell us about your process
There are two ways of developing a tattoo sketch. Either an idea grows in me and I create a draft based on that, or
the sketch is based on an idea or motif which the client would like to include. I work with these ideas, but I’m pretty
sure most of the time my sketches differ very much from what the client expected to get - in a good way.
Who do you admire?
My daughter.
What tattoo are you most proud of?
I am a lucky person because I can create some special stuff and the best thing is, people want my work on their body
- forever. To get there it takes a lot of time developing the idea, and later it takes a lot of concentration and precision
to bring the idea into the skin. In this spirit, I would say it’s always the freshest tattoo that I am most proud of.
What colour are your underwear?
For reasons of simplicity - white.

How long did it take you to develop your specific style?
When I started tattooing, I had already developed my own style in drawing.
For years and years I’ve been working with pointillism - a time consuming and
somehow meditative technique where a work arises from setting single dots.
It’s that technique that I use in tattooing as well.
How did you end up doing what you do?
One day, I ordered the basic tattoo equipment in the US and when it arrived,
I started to tattoo.
What are you currently listening to?
At the moment, I’m reviving the nineties rap and hip hop stuff.
What would you like to see in future issues of NICE Magazine?
I would like to see an interview with my very best friend, Daniel Domig,
who is an outstanding painter based in Vienna.
If you had to work in only one colour for the rest of your life,
which one would it be?
It’s the one single (non-)colour I’ve always worked with: black.

Who would you love to collaborate with?
Drawing and tattooing is a rather lonesome work. But the idea of collaborative tattoo projects is definitely intriguing.
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Interview

Tell us what you do
I am a tattooist who specializes in sacred geometric art specifically blackwork and dotwork.
Why do you do it?
I love to create this kind of art because I believe it
portrays a powerful message. I have always felt a strong
attraction to geometry and pretty much everything
galactic. A lot of people find themselves drawn to sacred
patterns, mandalas, and symbolism without knowing
why. This is because these images have strong basis is
science, and resonate with us on a cellular level. They
portray the fundamentals of nature, life, and infinity. I feel
the designs I create give a timeless feel, both ancient and
futuristic. I hope they will make the clients happy to wear
them for a long time.

CREDITS:
Design by Dillon Forte

Dillon Forte
Dillon is a tattoo artist working out of Oakland, CA.
He is inspired by sacred geometry, universal consciousness and outer space,
along with Egyptian and Tibetan mysticism.
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Tell us about your process.
The most significant step of my process is inspiration.
Once I am inspired, I can easily conceptualize, plan
layout and design, then execute.
Who do you admire?
I admire individuals who go above and beyond
preconceived limitations.
What tattoo are you most proud of?
One of my favorite tattoos I’ve done is the arm sleeve
on my girlfriend Ariana Valentina. I really enjoy all the
large scale work I’ve been doing and look forward to
doing full body suits.
What colour are your underwear?
Grey usually, or black.
Who would you love to collaborate with?
I am currently working on a documentary about sacred
geometry which will be a collaboration of many artists,
mathematicians and scientists.
How long did it take you to develop your specific
style?
It’s a never ending process. I believe that as long as I
continue to create art, my style will continue to evolve.
How did you end up doing what you do?
I’ve been creating art since I was a child. I always had
an interest in working on obscure canvases and once
I began getting tattooed myself, I realized that this
career would be a very natural progression.
What are you currently listening too?
My girlfriend learning French on her phone.
What would you like to see in future issues
of NICE Magazine?
Anything pertaining to geometry, sustainability,
or outer space.
If you had to work in only one colour for the rest of
your life, which one would it be?
Black. Once you go black you don’t go back.
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Graphic design is kind of... our thing.
We couldn’t be expected to pick just
three or four stellar examples of
monochrome design. Or five. Or six.
Once we started collecting, we couldn’t stop.
It was too hard not to include every single
awesome project we found, so it seems
that you will benefit from our unbridled
excitement and crushing indecision.
Enjoy these whopping 24 pages
of great work.
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Amanda Mocci

Sebastian Needler

The Universe

PURE_FoodCo.

living
Montreal, Quebec, CA

living
Leeds, UK

working
Self-employed designer
and illustrator

working
Graphic designer,
freelancer extraordinaire

see more pretty things.

get in touch.
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Ben Didier

CBC Radio 3
Podcast Lettering
living
Vancouver, BC, CA
working
Senior designer at
CBC Music
stalk him on the internet.
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Oskar Pernefeldt

Fashion
Innovation 2
living
Stockholm, Sweden
working
Student at Beckmans
College of Design
read all about it.
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clase bcn

Ben Johnston

clase bcn stationery
living
Barcelona, Spain

Zoom Advertising
Branding

working
Graphic design and visual
communication studio

living
Toronto, Ontario, CA

check them out.

working
Full-time freelancer
call him maybe?
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Farmgroup

Design Reflects
Identity
living
Bangkok Metropolis,
Thailand
working
Creative and design
consultancy
see more of their work.
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Michael Crook

Topman X
Wellcome
living
Manchester, UK
working
Graphic design student
give him money.
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Firebelly Design

Roderick Field

Art of the Barber

Merchant & Mills
Branding

living
Chicago, IL
working
Multifaceted,
award-winning, socially
responsible design
company
view more of their work.

living
London, UK
working
Photographer,
communicator,
image maker
want more?
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Moodley Brand Identity

Martina Sperl
Identity
living
Vienna, Austria
working
Multidisciplinary strategic
design agency
see their other work here.
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Alexandra Turban

Oliver Resonnet

i will be

Bien Hecho

living
Nuremburg, Germany

living
Brussels, Belgium

working
Freelance designer
on the prowl for new
opportunities

working
Identity designer
view more work.

see her cool portfolio.
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studiosap

studiosap

McJunky

Illusive

living
London, UK
working
Award winning design duo
check them out, yo.
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woodlake

woodlake

Booze

Ewald
Architects

living
Frankfurt, Germany
working
Design consultancy
look at their other work.
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Wouter Deboeck

Hanneke & Jeroen
living
Ghent, Belgium
working
Freelance designer open
to collaboration
visit his website.
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The monochrome photograph
is timeless.
Whether you’re a film purist or a digital
baby, everybody loves a classy black
and white photo. We spoke to a few
photographers who still worship at the
sacred altar of black and white.
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Warren
Van Rensburg
CREDITS:
Photography by Warren Van Rensburg

How do you approach your photography?
Not sure how to answer that. I guess I just try push
myself every time I shoot, try not to take the safe route
all the time. Also, each shoot is so different that you have
to adapt to each one. Dorothea Lange said, ‘The best
way to go into an unknown territory is to go in ignorant,
ignorant as possible, with your mind wide open, as wide
open as possible and not having to meet anyone else’s
requirement but my own.’ That always stuck with me.
What made you get into photography?
Skateboarding. I grew up in the small/backwards town of
Vereeniging so when I started skating I was introduced
to a world of images,music and art that you didn’t see in
Vereeniging. Skaters always seem to be creating, wether
it be their skating or photography or whatever. I loved it.
Image copyright: Warren Van Rensburg
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Who is your favourite photographer?
There are too many to mention. I recently saw an
exhibition in London by Magnum photographer, Martin
Parr, which blew my mind. Then there are the greats,
Avedon, Penn, Frank. Locally, Ross Garrett. (He paid me
in beer to say that.)
What are you currently shooting?
I’m busy with a project on my home town of Vereeniging.
I have been going back this year and documenting what
is becoming of the town and how much it has changed
over the years. I’m hoping to have an exhibition early
next year but I might just carry on shooting it for a while.
We’ll see what happens.
Who would you love to shoot?
Bob Dylan, circa 1966.
Where can we buy your photos in SA?
I’m not represented by a gallery or anything like that so
you could just mail me and we can chat about how I can
take your money.
See his full body of work here.
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Ross Garrett
CREDITS:
Photography by Ross Garrett

How do you approach your photography?
My approach to my work changes from project to project
depending on what I’m looking to create. Advertising
tends to utilise a far more intense preparation to
shooting, mainly because a client is involved. Steps
need to be taken to educate the client on the necessary
steps and production. Normally by the time you reach
the shoot day, you have ‘sold’ all the elements to the
client and then go about executing these. When it comes
to fashion and portraiture, my approach is far looser. I
often like to explore on the day and change and adapt
as I shoot. From the beginning, I’ve always gone into a
shoot having a picture of what the final print will look
like, however, this often changes as new elements come
to the fore on the day. Whist shooting however, I have
a pretty solid idea of what that image shall be and what
steps need to be taken in post production to get it there.
Post production becomes a very important part of the
photographers’ aesthetic. Depending on the idea it can
be a really quick process, but at times can take days. It
all depends on what box the image fits within.
What made you get into photography?
I sent some time in the dark room with a friend of mine
at college. He was a couple years ahead of me. He was
printing and I was amazed how one could manipulate
reality and create something else. Seeing the final print
is what interested me in photography. From then it was
the journey to find out how to get to that final image that
interested me. I’m still searching.
Image copyright: Ross Garrett
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Who is your favourite photographer?
It’s a difficult question, there are so many. If I had to
name one, it would be Richard Avedon. There are things
in many photographers’ work that rings true to me. The
sensitivity to the female subject of Paolo Roversi is
incredible as well as his aesthetic. Henri Cartier-Bresson,
Robert Frank, Irving Penn, Sebastian Kim, Misha Taylor,
Paolo Pellegrin etc. etc. There are many.
Who would you love to shoot?
Again, it’s hard to name one. From a model standpoint,
Daria Werbowy, Guinevere Van Seenus, Natalia
Vodianova, from a portrait point of view, Eddie Vedder,
David Lynch, Alexander Wang...
Where can we buy your photos in SA?
You can contact me on info@rossgarrett.net
to buy prints from me.
See his full body of work here.
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Edie Sunday
CREDITS:
Photography by Edie Sunday

How do you approach your photography?
Lately I approach my photography with freedom and
spontaneity. That’s how I first approached it, but for a
while there I got caught up in “planning” my shoots and
started to feel that it really limited my creativity. I’m never
going to be a planner. It’s not in my nature. So, I am back
to carrying my camera around with me and taking shots
of anything that inspires me in a moment. Even when
I’m shooting with a model, I give very little direction and
prefer photos created organically-- or a real moment
between two humans frozen in time forever. People
often comment that I “shoot film like it’s digital,” and I
think they mean that instead of intentionally composing
each shot to mimic real life, I sort of just snap until I’m
out of film. For me, it’s all about what’s really happening
between the photographer and subject.

What made you get into photography?
Life! It was happening all around me and it made me sad
to watch it go by. I think I was born feeling nostalgic. I
remember being a child and feeling so overwhelmed by
the emotion of a moment and doing whatever I could
capture it and keep it--whether simply in my mind or by
writing about it in my journal or snapping it in a polaroid.
In college I remember I pretty much quit photography
entirely to focus on my studies. Consequently I got
accepted to graduate school, but entered the program
feeling empty and a little lost. My boyfriend saw my
antique camera collection and heard my reminiscing
about a time and place I once used them, and
encouraged me to do it again. I guess in an effort to find
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myself I started photographing again, and it led me to
acknowledge a passion I’d been repressing. I now rarely
leave home without a camera!
Who is your favourite photographer?
Oh that’s always hard. A lot of my favourite
photographers are people in my community whose work
I see via internet on a daily basis (check out the work
of Kristen Wrzesniewski). But recently I’m also inspired
by the work of Lee Miller, who I first became interested
in mostly because I’d never heard of her and I often
really identify with other female artists. I’ll also always
be inspired by the work of William Mortensen and Max
Thorek. I’d never looked much at the work of Richard
Avedon until recently because he was so famous, and
I have this innate bias toward outsiders, but his work is
incredible and he should be even more well known than
he is.
What are you currently shooting?
My environment and the people in it. This weekend I
shot far too many rolls of trees and light, but I also shot
almost as many of strangers while I was travelling from
Austin, TX to New Brunswick, NJ and then to New York
City. The only shoot I’ve done recently with a model is
with my best friend, and that was also this past weekend
in NYC, but it was all whist carrying on conversation and
really being together. I’m also currently shooting a lot of
35mm, and although I only shoot film, a lot of what I’ve
done has been shot on a medium format camera with a
polaroid back. But the most convenient thing to carry is a
35mm, and consequently those 35mm images comprise
most of my recent work.
Who would you love to shoot?
Again, most of the people I dream about shooting with
are women in my community! And thank goodness
I eventually do get a chance to shoot with almost all
of them. If I had to think of someone well known, it’d
have to be Lou Reed. That’s probably because he just
passed, but he’s been such a defining part of my life and
I couldn’t begin to imagine the world that lived inside his
head. Photographing him would be the closest thing to
ever knowing that.
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Where can we buy your photos in SA?
Buy?! I suppose I’ve never taken myself seriously enough
to think about that, but to my surprise that’s not the first
time I’ve been asked that question lately-- so I should
probably think about it. Some of my images will soon
be available for licensing via Vogue Italia’s partnership
with Art and Commerce. However, the best way would
be to look through my work on my website and my
tumblr and send me an email. I do my own darkroom and
digital prints, and would be beyond thrilled to ship either
internationally.
Get in touch with her here.
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Marcin Ryczek
CREDITS:
Photography by Marcin Ryczek

How do you approach your photography?
Photography is a visual way to express ourselves,
our experiences, doubts, questions, internal tensions
and emotions. A transmission of our thoughts and
reflections in the form of an image, made in the natural
environment, not directed, often bided, becomes very
real and authentic in its character. If my reflections,
transferred initially on paper in the form of images,
touch and affect on other people, on their sensitivity
and emotions, then it is for me something amazing and
beautiful, it is timeless experience.

What made you get into photography?
At the beginning, it was a need to “stop in time” some
exceptional faces, unusual places, interesting and
culturally strange situations and customs which I have
observed during my many travels, especially around
countries of East Asia. Later, especially after graduating
in computer graphic, I have combined my two great
passions: photography and graphic and I began to
implement to my paintings elements related with graphic
and symbols. In the natural environment, I tried to search
for my photographs, shapes which can be related to
geometry but without using any graphic programs.
Graphic nature of images must go hand in hand with
their reflective, symbolic message, only then the image
creates a coherent whole. Only this kind of photography
allows me to express myself, it’s something like “what is
in my heart and soul”
Image copyright: Edie Sunday
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Who is your favourite photographer?
There are many excellent photographers around the
world so it is hard to choose one favourite. On my
reception of image and whole climate around it, huge
impact has music with accompany me at this moment.
I am particularly impressed by the cold wave bands,
such as Joy Division, The Cure, Depeche Mode (from
some period) and the accompanying to them black-andwhite and kept in strict style music videos directed by
photographer and director Anton Corbijn.
What are you currently shooting?
What I doing now is a minimalistic conceptual symbolic
photography and this occupies me fully, but I am
pursuing in this by a hundred percent. In a simple
minimalistic form of a symbolic image I try to express
and give maximum content, enabling a very different
interpretation of this image. A good example of this
process is the most popular of my photos “A Man
Feeding Swans in the Snow,” which were appreciated
by millions of people around the world and which
receives a number of significant competition awards,
publications in the world’s newspapers and exhibitions
in Poland, Germany, Japan, China and France. Its
strength lies in the fact that it gets into the hearts
and minds of people in different cultures, on different
continents, irrespective of their place of residence,
religion, or political views. I receive a lot of emails from
people from all continents, who describes to me their
own, very different interpretations of this photo. Many, as
they write, want to have it in their own home and to look
at, as it is for them the best way to calm, reflect, some
kind of photo-therapy. I always focus and I choose such
an artistic means, that all my photographs can create a
consistent in its climate series.
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Who would you love to shoot?
First of all, I want my works to be creative. So I don’t want
to make them only as the recapture of reality around
me, but a conceptual image, which will encourage
for reflection, move the imagination and sensitivity
of people who would come into contact with it. In the
presented image, there has to be some kind of central

idea, thought, around which the recipient will be able to
move his imagination by various topics. In “A Man Feeding
Swans in the Snow” that main idea and concept, from
which that image was created, was the eternal struggle
and intermingling of good and evil, yin-yang symbol, the
opposing but complementary forces.”The United States of
India” is a symbolic statement of such civilizationally and
culturally different worlds in just one image. It encourage
to reflect on the difference of cultures, way of life, choice
of values and life paths, contained in the always present
question “to have or to be.” “Grapf of life” is a question of
how we perceive the evanescence and how variously that
changing condition is perceive by us physically, spiritually
or transcendentally. My last work “Hiroshima - Phoenix
rising from the ashes”, reflects my thoughts and emotions
related to stay in this very important for the history of
mankind place. Hiroshima, just like the mythical Phoenix
bird - a symbol of eternal rebirth - was formed from the
ashes and became a symbol of memory, peace and
mercy. Each of these works- in my intention - in its simple
minimalistic form, is to be the medium of deeper, forcing
to reflection thought.

be to look through my work on my website and my
tumblr and send me an email. I do my own darkroom and
digital prints, and would be beyond thrilled to ship either
internationally.
Where can we buy your photos in SA?
So far, I haven’t cooperated with any art gallery in South
Africa. I will be happy to undertake such cooperation. But
today, in the era of the Internet, there is no problem with
that. My work can be purchased on www.marcinryczek.
com, by that page you can also contact with me. They are
made available as a limited edition of signed collector
photography. I attach great importance to the quality
of the printout, so I try to directly supervise the whole
process of printing. Making a good image is an art, but
art is also to make that final image beautifully “existed”
on paper, because every black, gray and white has a
lot of shades. The author should know what final effect
he wants to get so that it can capture the intended
atmosphere in its best.
See his full body of work here.

Where can we buy your photos in SA?
Buy?! I suppose I’ve never taken myself seriously enough
to think about that, but to my surprise that’s not the first
time I’ve been asked that question lately-- so I should
probably think about it. Some of my images will soon
be available for licensing via Vogue Italia’s partnership
with Art and Commerce. However, the best way would
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MABONENG
If you haven’t travelled around the M2 to the south side of town,
to an area called The Maboneng Precinct (or “The Place of
Light”), you should.
It’s a mixed use residential, retail and office development, pioneered by
entrepreneur Jonathan Liebmann - who got the idea after living overseas in
mixed use, mixed class urban spaces in cities like London and New York.
CREDITS: Photography by Louis Grobler
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It began with Arts on Main, and has since expanded into a
hub of art, film and food, even hosting a skate park called
Area3, a planned backpackers hostel and a poolside café.
Also recently opened is the Southern Guild’s Museum of
African Design. Overall, there is a great combination of
businesses in the space.
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However, reception of the development has not been all
positive. Antoinette Engel, writing for africaisacountry,
talks about the foibles of inner city gentrification and the
effect that it has on property values and the poor.
Rising property prices in Johannesburg seem to be a
trend at the moment. While Engel raises some valid
points, we think that the focus should be more on why the
government is not providing rent-controlled buildings and
low income housing.
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There is a huge mix of classes in Maboneng, unlike
anywhere we have seen in Johannesburg. In the morning
you have swathes of ordinary people on their way to
work, passing through the tree lined roads they share with
international tourists and homecoming-revolution expats;
business people, students and artists. This is the singular
vision of Jonathan - for better or worse he has breathed new
life into an area that was previously dominated by run
down industrial buildings and badly maintained migrant
worker accommodation.
With new development comes new business, new jobs
and new growth, in a part of the city that sorely needs it.
We can only hope that the substantial benefits of this
new micro-economy will spill over onto the residents
who share the area.
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Chris Saunders, an awesome photographer, has been
in the area for five months in a mixed residential/
photography residential space called “Studio Studio”.
Studio Studio is in Situation East, 308 Fox Street. He
is very positive about the development; he employs
people from the surrounding areas and frequents the
local stores that have been trading for the past 50 years.
“I think that it’s going to be a massively positive
community where people can experience city living in
a form on the same level as any other city in the world,
where you can work, socialise and live in
your environment.”
“I also enjoy the fact that a real street culture exists
where you walk from place to place as well to other
places in their area with out physical boundaries.”
Rehann Calitz lives above:
“Yes it is (beneficial to the surrounding communities)
- but actively involving all communities in projects is
needed all the time.”
We think that it is an exciting development that brings
our city closer to the likes of New York and Berlin.
The mix of people goes against the status quo of
contemporary post-apartheid South Africa. Let’s hope
the eclectic mix of artists, tourists, musicians and
tradesmen does not disappear, as Jonathan’s full vision
of 100 buildings with over 10 000 residents comes into
reality. Mail us with your thoughts?
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Lamberto Teotino prints

THINGS TO BUY

Carbon pigment print on
Hahnemuhle cotton paper,
mounted on aludibond in
wood frame.

A lot of the time, sourcing great things to put
in the magazine leaves us with terrible pangs
of design envy. As nice as it is to look at
beautiful single-colour design, it’s so
much nicer to own.

Chester

The Swedish teddy bear.
A traveling companion
with address label.
Includes storage bag with
a graphic Chester print.
Denim and Genuine Leather.

Here is our shopping list of things
to buy: monochrome

Green gun

2 foot by 1 1/2 foot multicolored revolver with removable
cylinder. Different combination of colors on each side.
Made entirely from layered felt.

Mervyn Ceramics
Black and white
ceramics by
Mervyn Gers

Monopolka rings
Spring cut rings

Diners t-shirt

Bunch designed the limited edition
T-shirt packs for Erste Diners, featuring illustrations from lovely Dora
Budor & Maja Čule, Krekhaus, OKO, Pekmezmed and Tena Letica.
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Kranium

Wooden skull with compartment.
For keeping memories.
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We’re suckers for beautifully
designed packaging.
Bags, boxes, bottles, wraps, cans, whatever.
Consumer goods packaging has a way of
leaning toward the super colourful - but if
everything is eyecatching, nothing is. With
that in mind, please enjoy our ode to the
monochrome pack.
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PACKAGING
We try to include our internet finds in the
magazine for the appreciation of all but
we believe as nice as it is to look at
beautiful monochromatic design, its so
much nicer to own.

Good Day Milk

Here is our shopping list of things to
buy: monochrome

Filirea Gi

Filirea Gi’s packaging was designed by Zafeiriadis
Christos, for a limited production homemade wine.
The illustration depicts the wine creating process,
from harvest to bottle. The label is silkscreened
on paper that is wrapped around the bottle, for a
uniquely handmade feel.

Good Day Milk is a
limited-run product,
originally produced as
part of a charity initiative
for refugees in Japan.
It was conceived by
Not Available Design, a
multi-disciplinary studio
based in Hong Kong.

Palace Theater Identity

Here’s a beautiful rebrand by Cody Petts, who is so
awesome that we’ve featured him before. He created
new branding and packaging for The Palace Theater,
a small local movie theatre in Antigo, Wisconsin. The
pseudo-retro brand reflects the historical values of
the theatre and the town itself.

Rice Enoir Sake

The Fisherman and Rice Wine is a pack design for Rice Enoir (Black Rice)
Sake. The brand identity derives from the fishery and brewery industry in
Japan. The illustrated components were created by Indonesian artist Roby
Dwi Antono, building a captivating visual narrative about a sake-brewing
fisherman. The branding and packaging was created by Sciencewerk.
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PACKAGING

Kraken Rum

The Kraken Rum pack redesign was part
of an overarching integrated campaign
by Cedrik Ferrer. He developed the
brand as an exploration of the kraken’s
mythology, creating a rich conceptual
world in which the packing could live.

Kraft

“You don´t drink any milk at all?” “No milk, no… Milk is for babies. When
you grow up, you have to drink beer”. The core values of this brand are
quality and humour. The logo is based on the famous hand shake from the
movie Predator and the imagery is from Schwarzenegger`s golden days.
To balance these two cheesy influences the remaining design is kept in a
tight and minimalistic manner to convey the quality of the product.

Seven Deadly Sins &
Seven Heavenly Virtues
Renaissance Cafe

This pack was designed by Michelle Wang for Renaissance
Café, a fictional coffee house. The design is based around
‘a penny for your thoughts’, paying homage to ‘Penny
Universities’, as coffee houses were once called in Europe.
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Seven Deadly Sins & Seven Heavenly
Virtues is a design for a set of drinking
glasses. The illustration (by rockstar
designers Stefan Sagmeister and
Jessica Walsh) is printed in the bottom
of the glass, revealing a pleasant
surprise as you finish your drink.
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PACKAGING

Charles Chocolatier

The packaging for French brand Charles
Chocolatier was designed by creative studio
Thirty Dirty Fingers. We love the odd pairing
of strong geometric forms with the organic
quality of the illustrations.

A Book

SA Book is packaging for a line of sketchbook
binding kits, featuring three different binding
methods: stitch Binding, perfect binding, and
Japanese binding. Designed by Ivy Zheyu
Chen, the kit includes everything needed
to create a 72 page sketchbook. Perfect for
people who are charmed by a clean aesthetic
and a handmade touch.

The Leaky Cauldron

Here’s a pack and label design for a
microbrewery, The Leaky Cauldron, by
Thalassinos Anastasiou. We love the
simplicity of the design. His chubby black
bottle contrasts well with the clean and
white type-heavy label.
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Materie

Materie is a high quality wine cocktail, which
contains elderflower, Riesling grapes and mate. An
icon is designed for each ingredient and used in a
beautiful pattern on the wrapper and label.
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NICEWORK
WANTS
Well, it’s that time of year again. Time to fall into the internet,
cry a silent tear or two and pine for all the things we’ll never have.
Niceworkians seem to share a common love of comfy shoes, expensive
electronic equipment and things on wheels.
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Ross has a magnificent beard, brews beer, and enjoys viciously jabbing
at his employees with a pointed stick.

ROSS
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Wacom Intuos Creative stylus
Nexus 5
Mighty Phone Fold Wallet in ‘Smoke’
Balls of Steel
TheQ camera
Nero MKII motorcycle
Nikon Df

8 adiPure Adapt
9 A trip to Cabanas no Rio
10 Isar rucksack
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Thea is a tiny little Greek thing with the heart of a giant and very pointy fists.
She would probably marry her KitchenAid if it were legal.

THEA
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A pet rabbit
To turn my balcony into a little haven
A holiday in Italy
A Canon camera to take pictures of
my holiday in Italy

5

Peace and quiet...

6

...possibly whilst I go glamping in a
fancy caravan

7

New training shoes

8
9

Gerard Butler
A personal chef (unless Gerard is a
great cook)

10 World peace
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ALEXIS

Alexis sometimes leaves his cave to feast upon fluffy bunny rabbits, the
souls of his enemies, and the occasional fruit platter from Spar.
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Wacom Cintiq Companion
adidas Spezial
Roland TD30KV
Justin Wayfarers
Hellen Keller print
Horse lamp
Picasso’s genes

8 Leather pants
9 Skeleton socks
10 Misfits tee
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JESS

Jess is a designer, illustrator, junk food lover and hedgehog wrangler.
She feels weird writing about herself in the third person.
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Adventure Time “Mathematical” tee
Jane Sews “Keren” Dress
Tatjana Buisson print
Skull from Ceramic Factory in Linden
Vessel from Goet
Vintage snakeskin brogues
Electra Amsterdam Original 3i

8 Felt notebook
9 Joburg tote
10 Why We Have Day and Night
by Peter F. Neumeyer and
Edward Gorey
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Candice is a miniature designer who loves lasagna, small animals, and
McBess. She just got a haircut. Tell her how nice she looks.

CANDICE
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Black Kenwood Kmix
Dalmatian Puppy
Pretty black shoes
from Topshop
Skull knee stockings
The Geometry of Pasta

6
7

French bulldog ring

8

Black dress with
white collar

9

Hungry bear plate

Nathan Jurevicius
porcelain figure

10 Black and white

organic horn tunnels
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Luci is the newest member of the Nicework team. She is a bundle of questions and
enthusiasm, and a messy eater. She can also do freakin’ backflips.

LUCI
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White Doc Martens
Rocking birdcage
Synchronised Swimmers cloth
Reed Hansuld Dining chair no.4
Singer sewing machine
Potted plants
White Melissa Ultragirl flats

8 Leather Chelsea boot
9 Green Denim Overshirt
10 White shirt

8
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nicework showcase
Affectv are our clever friends from across the pond. They use weird magical techno
voodoo to connect brands to the right audiences, interpreting real-time online
interactions to create detailed, always-evolving user personas that make advertising
easier, more relevant and more accurate.
We built a beautiful new website for them, with the aim of creating something simple,
aesthetically pleasing and user-friendly.
All images copyright Affectv
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While amazing, Affectv’s complex technology can
sometime be difficult to grasp. We wanted to create
a website that would make it easy for the layman to
understand what they do, how it works and why it’s
innovative, important and good for brands.
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We achieved our goal by using simple, friendly
infographics to explain some of Affectv’s more complex
processes. We also used clean, bold typography and
lots of white space so that we could represent important
information without making users feel overwhelmed.
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All the elements are broken down into three core colours
(red, purple and turquoise) which are each associated
with one of Affectv’s driving principles: Find, Understand
and Connect. We used these colours as a visual
language to keep the site easy to navigate.
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In the end, the client was really happy with the result. Go visit the site to see it in action!
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thank you for reading.
Our Site | Facebook | Subscribe

rumpert
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